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A BLI Document Imaging Device Assessment    October 2011

Comparative analysis 

Positioned for office use, while also being able to handle the require-
ments of longer runs, the Kyocera TASKalfa 4550ci offers excellent 
overall ease of use and very good overall image quality, along with 
an above average feature set. Black output earned five stars, thanks 
to dark text and solids; above average consistency of line thickness 
and production of closely spaced fine lines; and excellent halftone 
range in both print and copy modes. The unit’s business graphics 
colour output is bright and saturated, and production of light back-
grounds is above average. Photographic image output was marked 
by natural-looking flesh tones in both print and copy modes. This 
unit also demonstrated competitive productivity in all of BLI’s tests, 
and its class-leading black and colour drum yields more than triple 
the average of the competitive group. Taking into account all aspects 
of it field test performance, the TASKalfa 4550ci earned an overall 
rating of Four Stars out of a possible Five.

 ease of Use
 Black Copy productivity
 Colour Copy productivity
 Black print productivity
 Colour print productivity
 Black image Quality
 Colour image Quality
Lab Test Only multitasking
Lab Test Only Utilities
Lab Test Only reliability
Lab Test Only Feedback to Workstations
Lab Test Only toner yield

Kyocera TASKalfa 4550ci
Business Colour Device
45 PPM Colour / 45 PPM Black
Print · Copy · Scan · Fax

Ratings are based upon a five-star system 
where five is the best.

Testing method:  The unit’s copy/print capabili-
ties were tested using a Windows XP workstation, 
connected via a gigabit hub with gigabit Ethernet 
cables, the Kyocera print controller and the PCL 
and PostScript 3 drivers. (Complete specifications 
information for this unit is available through bliQ, at 
www.buyerslab.com/bliq.)
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advantages
• Dark solids and text with above average character formation; above average 

consistency of line thickness and distinction between closely spaced fine 
lines; and excellent halftones in both black print and copy modes

• Bright, saturated colours, natural flesh tones and better than average back-
ground reproduction in both print and copy modes  

 • Excellent ease of programming from the control panel; most commonly 
used features selectable from first tab; six shortcuts can be added for each 
core function; up to 50 commonly run job settings can be saved as job pro-
grams for copy and scan jobs

• Users can select which tray to output to on the fly, a capability typically 
reserved only for administrators; output trays are also clearly labelled on the 
device, allowing users to easily know which tray their jobs will be output to 
once selected

• Very good driver ease of use; most commonly used print job features 
selectable from first tab; job review selection on each tab allows users to 
review settings for jobs at all times

• Print driver’s Quick Print tab enables users to create and save custom pro-
files stored as graphical icons to allow programming of complex jobs in one 
click

• Document Box provides long-term job storage, allowing users to securely 
print and store jobs on the device and output them when needed; simple 
overall setup and usage of Document Box

• Class-leading rated colour and black drum yields

shortcomings
• Below-average first-copy times in both colour and black

• No toner or paper gauges in the drivers, and no link to status information 
from the drivers

• Cumbersome procedure for switching between PDLs; the drivers lack a 
point-and-click interface for paper selection

• Full-colour mode is the default mode for scan, copy and document box 
functions; auto-colour mode is the preferred default
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KyoCera tasKalFa 4550Ci  Fast FaCts 

Throughput Capabilities and Materials

Standard paper supply

Sources 2

Total capacity 1,000 sheets

Paper sizes A5 to A3+

Weights 60 to 256 gsm

Bypass

Capacity 150 sheets

Paper sizes A5 to A3+

Weights 60 to 300 gsm

Document feeder 

(optional DSPF or RADF)

Capacity 175/100 sheets

Paper sizes A5 to A3+

Weights 45 to 160 gsm

Maximum paper supply

Sources 8

Total capacity 7,650 sheets

Paper sizes A5 to A3+

Weights 45 to 300 gsm

Finishing Options

1,000-sheet Finisher 50-sheet stapling; optional hole punch

4,000-sheet Finisher

65-sheet stapling; optional hole punch; saddle-
stitching of up to 16 sheets (64-page booklets); 
Bi-fold and Tri-fold capabilities; mailbox with seven 
100-sheet bins

Rated Consumables Yields in impressions  |  Competitive Average

Kyocera  

TASKalfa 4550ci
COMPETITIVE  

AVERAGE

Black Drum 600,000 149,250

Colour Drum 600,000 122,313

Black Toner 30,000 27,969

Colour Toner 20,000 19,221

Black Developer 600,000 260,200

Colour Developer 600,000 183,357
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 ease of Use 

 Control panel 
 User maintenance 
 print drivers 

Control Panel

The TASKalfa 4550ci features a very well designed colour LCD dis-
play control panel that is logically organized, with clearly-labelled 
button selections. Although there is no contrast dial, contrast adjust-
ment can be made from the control panel touch screen, and the clar-
ity of the LCD is excellent in default settings. In addition, the control 
panel can be freely moved up and down, allowing users to view it 
from various lighting conditions, and also providing easier access for 
individuals with disabilities. Hard keys for Status/Job Cancel, Copy, 
Program, Send, Application and Document Box allow users to easily 
switch between the different functions of the device. The hard keys 
are colour coded to match the menu screens of the corresponding 
functions (so users will know by the colour of the screen whether 
they are in the copy menu or the scan menu, for example) and include 
LED indicators that remain lit to indicate which function is in use. 
The Web browser is accessible from the Application hard key, which 
users can also use to access third-party applications and software 
solutions related to Kyocera’s HyPAS (Hybrid Platform for Advanced 
Solutions) platform. The help function provides dynamic information 
directly related to the function currently selected when using the con-
trol panel’s sub-menus.

The control panel is customizable via the System Menu hard key, 
with users able to change the default screen to any of the available 
functions or even to the enlarged display. In addition, six shortcuts 
can be added to the main screen of each core function (Copy, Send, 
Document Box), for a total of 18,  and the procedure for doing so 
is extremely intuitive; after selecting a feature from one of the sub-
menus, the prompt “Add Shortcut” is displayed. If users select OK, 
they then select one of the six shortcut slots available and type a 
name for the function. Technicians noted that the same six user-pro-
grammable features will be displayed for all users, whereas some 
devices enable the control panel display to be different according to 
user log-in. The settings for up to 50 frequently used copy or scan 
jobs can also be saved as job programs. Again, these job programs 
will be the same for all users, unlike with some systems that support 
different job programs for different users. 

By default, most of the selections for a typical copy job can be 
accessed from the Quick Setup tab. There are buttons for paper 
selection, zoom, density, duplex, combine and staple/punch. For 
each of these, the current selections users have made will be listed 
directly above the button. For example, if auto paper selection is on, 

TASKalfa 4550ci Control Panel (U.S. model 
pictured)

ease oF Use

The settings for up to 50 frequently used copy 
or scan jobs can be saved as job programs. 
(U.S. model pictured)

Quick Setup Tab (U.S. model pictured)
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“Auto” will remain above the Paper selection for quick user reference. 
In addition, unlike many other devices that take users to another 
screen when a copy function is selected, with this model, the addi-
tional selections  available when one of the above features is selected 
are displayed on the same Quick Setup screen, above  the other main 
selections, which remain in view and accessible. For example, after 
selecting duplex, selections for specific modes—1:1, 1:2, 2:2 and 
2:1—well labelled with both text and easy to understand icons—
appear on the screen. After a selection is made, the screen automati-
cally closes, eliminating the need to select OK. This design reduces 
the need for users to navigate through many menus and reduces the 
number of button presses required to program jobs, without clutter-
ing up the display. A panel on the left side of the screen displays the 
selections for the job currently being programmed.

Full-colour mode is the default mode for scan, copy and Document 
Box functions. While the default mode can be changed by dealers, 
the default should be auto colour out of the box (for file size reasons 
when scanning and supplies cost when copying). Although there 
are hard keys on the control panel to select a different colour mode, 
users may not realize it.

The amount of paper remaining in each drawer is displayed after 
selecting the Paper Selection button. Further, when users select 
the Status/Job Cancel hard key and then the Paper/Supplies tab, 
detailed information on toner and paper supplies is provided. Details 
include percent full for toner and paper, as well as the status of the 
waste toner container and size and type of paper loaded in each tray. 
Details on staple and punch waste are also provided. Flashing LED 
indicators notify users of device status. Green indicates printing, cop-
ying, or scanning, and red indicates a misfeed. In addition, a status 
line on the bottom of the copy screen cycles through and informs 
users on the status of consumables, such as toner and waste toner 
container. While pages of a copy or scan job are being fed through 
the document feeder, the display counts up as they are scanned.

The job queue is also accessible via the Status/Job Cancel key and 
the information provided is highly detailed and includes a job his-
tory. Copy, print, scan and fax jobs can be viewed together or sepa-
rately. Users can move jobs up to output immediately by pressing 
the “Priority Override” key. The current job will halt to output the job 
immediately as long as the current job does not require finishing. If 
the current job requires finishing, the override job will be output at the 
end of the current set. The quantity selected for reserved copy and 
print jobs in the queue can also be changed. Users can also move 
a job up in the queue without having it interrupt a job in progress. 
Jobs can only be deleted one at a time. Via the counter key, any user 
can print a page that includes a great deal of information not only on 
clicks for copy, print, scan and fax, but also per paper size and colour 
and black breakdown. However, the page is printed in colour and 
there is no black and colour breakdown for scans.

Detailed information on toner and paper 
supplies is provided via the Paper/Supplies tab 
accessed from the Status/Job Cancel hard key. 
(U.S. model pictured)
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Via the Org./Paper/Finishing tab, users can select which tray to 
output to on the fly, a capability typically reserved only for admin-
istrators. Collate/offset is also selectable from this tab. Users can 
lighten or darken density via the Image Quality tab, and also remove 
dark background from originals, adjust sharpness and prevent bleed-
through when scanning thin originals. The Eco Print selection  con-
serves toner while printing. The Layout/Edit tab includes selections 
for Border Erase, which erases the border shadow of originals from 
the centre of a book. Users can also add front or back covers to a 
job, although the paper source to use for covers must be set from 
the System Menu. Form overlay, page numbers and text and Bates 
stamping are also programmable from the Layout/Edit tab. 

Job build is available from the Advanced Setup tab and found to be 
easy to use, allowing for additional pages than accommodated by the 
document feeder to be fed and also different settings such as simplex 
or duplex to be programmed for different pages within a document. 
While continuous scan job build allows users to specify simplex and 
duplex for different page ranges, users cannot change quantity after 
they have started building the job. With Job Finish Notice, a notice 
will be sent via e-mail when a job is complete. The e-mail address can 
be entered directly or selected from the address book. Via Repeat 
Copy, a document can be saved and reprinted again at a later time. A 
password can be set to secure the saved document.

User Maintenance

Adjusting paper drawers is simple overall. Automatic paper sensors 
automatically detect changes in paper size. Width and length guides 
slide, although width guides must be unlocked and relocked, which 
is an extra step not required on most competitors. Output trays are 
also clearly labelled on the device itself, allowing users to easily know 
which tray their jobs will be output to once selected. The size of paper 
placed in the bypass tray is automatically detected when loaded 
without user intervention, but the bypass tray is not automatically 
selected when paper is loaded into it. 

When a misfeed occurs, text, graphics and animation provide users 
with step-by-step instructions on how to clear it. When accessing 
misfeed areas, drums are not exposed. In addition, misfeeds are 
easily accessible from the non-finisher side. Technicians noted that 
the transport is somewhat limited for users to access misfeeds when 
a finisher is installed on the device. 

Replacing toner is very simple overall. Users lift up a release lever 
on the cartridge to pull it out; the lever also serves as a handle for 
easy carrying. Instructions for replacing toner are provided on the 
inside cover of the machine. The waste tank is also user replaceable. 
Consumables cannot be loaded on the fly.

Via the Org./Paper/Finishing tab, users can select 
which tray to output to on the fly, a capability 
typically reserved only for administrators. (U.S. 
model pictured)

Colour/Image Quality Tab (U.S. model pictured)

Output trays are also clearly labelled on the 
device itself, allowing users to easily know which 
tray their jobs will be output to once selected. 
(U.S. model pictured)

Toner replacement (U.S. model pictured)
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Print Drivers

The KX driver encompasses three different PDLs—PCL 
6, PCL 5 and a PostScript emulation—that are nearly 
identical in appearance and layout. However, switching 
to a different one is not convenient and may initially be 
confusing to the user. For example, if users want to print 
in PostScript, they must right-click the device in “Printers 
and Faxes” in Windows and select “Properties.” Then 
they must also select the Device Settings tab within 
“Properties” and “PDL,” which launches a “PDL Settings” 
dialogue box. From the dialogue box, users select the 
drop-down menu and then select the driver they wish to 
print with. Also within the PDL Settings dialogue box is a 
selection for GDI-compatible mode. Users should note, 
too, that when they change the driver selection in the 
dialogue box, they must close the driver and reopen it for 
the change to take effect.  

Overall, the TASKalfa 4550ci’s print driver offers very 
good overall ease of use. The drivers offer a job review 
selection that allows users to review settings for jobs at 
all times, and graphical changes indicate selected fea-
tures. A print preview also displays the job on screen at 
the PC. Administrators also have the ability to lock the 
driver down so that colour is not available and duplex is 
always on, for example. Available job types include proof 
and hold, quick copy and secure print, though accessing 
secure print jobs can initially be confusing, requiring mul-
tiple keystrokes. Gauges for toner and paper, and infor-
mation on paper size and paper type, are not available 
from the drivers; while this information is available via 
the status monitor, no link to status monitor is provided 
within the drivers.

The Quick Print tab allows users to select commonly 
used print features, such as quantity, orientation, col-
late, duplex, paper size, finishing and multiple pages per 
sheet from one tab. In addition, the Quick Print tab ena-
bles users to create and save custom profiles stored as 
graphical icons to allow programming of complex jobs 
in one click. Most of the features required for a typical 
print job are also available from the Basic tab, including 
paper type and source, duplex, collate sets and quantity. 
Eco Print (Basic tab) allows users reduce the amount of 
toner per job, and can also be set as the default setting. 
The drivers do not feature a point-and-click interface 
for paper selection. In addition, neither a job history tab 
nor a job status tab that shows a list of pending jobs is 
available. Basic Tab (U.S. model pictured)

Quick Print Tab (U.S. model pictured)
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The Finishing tab includes staple and punch settings. The Imaging tab 
allows users to set the print quality to either High or Custom. Trapping 
levels can be turned off or set to light, medium, heavy, or very heavy. 
Printer profile settings available include Text and Graphics, Text and 
Photos, Vivid Colours, Publications, Line art and Advanced. From the 
driver’s Publishing tab, users can select cover mode and insert either 
a front cover or both front and back covers. Users can also select to 
print onto the front outside or front inside. Up to two paper sources 
can be used when including covers. Unlike with some competitive 
devices, users cannot specify different features, such as simplex or 
duplex, for different page ranges within a document,  for example. 
Also unlike with some competitive devices, a priority override cannot 
be set for print jobs from the print drivers, which essentially would 
allow a selected print job to take precedence over others.

Custom box on the Job tab allows users to type a job name up to 79 
characters for job storage, making it easy for users to identify their 
job from their desktop or at the device. The Advanced tab features 
selections for watermarking and Prologue/Epilogue, which allows 
users to insert one or more printing system language command files 
into specific locations of a print job. For example, a command file 
may contain a macro (series of commands  to accomplish a specific 
task), settings for printing system emulation, an electronic form, or a 
graphic object such as a logo or signature.

Finishing, Imaging and Publishing Tabs (U.S. 
model pictured)
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 Black Copy productivity 

First-copy time  
multiple-set speed   
multiple-set efficiency  

 Colour Copy productivity 

First-copy time  
multiple-set speed  
multiple-set efficiency  

Copy productivity for business colour units is tested by BLI in both 
black mode and auto-colour mode. In black mode, copies are output 
in black using black toner regardless of whether the originals are 
colour or black. In auto-colour mode, the model detects whether 
originals are black or colour and automatically adjusts to produce 
black or colour output. For example, if one page is composed of 
black text and the next page contains colour, the unit will print the 
second page in colour using full-colour mode without any additional 
user intervention. It will then revert back to printing in black mode if 
the subsequent page contains black text only. When a user selects 
full-colour mode, originals are copied in colour regardless of whether 
the originals are colour or black and white, thus black text pages 
are printed using process black (a mixture of cyan, magenta, yellow 
and black toner). BLI’s 10-page, double-sided original comprises 12 
black text pages and eight pages that contain black text combined 
with colour charts, logos and printed photographs. Note that when 
copying larger runs, an auto image quality adjustment, which causes 
the unit to temporarily slow down, will negatively affect productivity.

First-Copy Time

The TASKalfa 4550ci’s first-copy times are slower than average for 
the group from both the platen and document feeder in auto-colour 
mode. First-copy times in black, while competitive for the group from 
the document feeder, are also slower than average from the platen.

First-copy time measures the time it takes for the first copy to be produced after the Start button is pressed. 
The test is conducted using BLI’s black and colour test originals, using normal contrast and standard resolution 
and with all auto features off. 

Tests were conducted using U.S. letter-size paper and A4 results may vary slightly.

Copy proD
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First-Copy Time in seconds

Kyocera  

TASKalfa 4550ci COMPETITIVE RANGE

BLACK

Platen 9.1 4.2 9.4

Document feeder 9.5 4.8 9.6

AUTO COLOUR

Platen 12.7 6.2 12.7

Document feeder 14.5 8.7 14.5

Multiple-Set Copy Speed

The model’s tested copy speeds are competitive with the group in all 
modes tested for both auto-colour and black. 

BLI tests a unit’s copy productivity by making one, five and 10 sets of a 10-page document in three copy 
modes: 1:1 mode (single-sided originals to single-sided copies), 1:2 mode (single-sided originals to double-
sided copies) and 2:2 mode (double-sided originals to double-sided copies). BLI obtains the overall productivity 
for each copy mode by averaging the productivity results for each run length.

Multiple-Set Copy Speed (in cpm)

Kyocera  

TASKalfa 4550ci COMPETITIVE RANGE

BLACK

1:1 34.5 41.3 32.6

1:2 29.4 37.4 26.2

2:2 33.8 42.6 29.4

AUTO COLOUR

1:1 31.8 37.6 22.3

1:2 27.3 32.4 20.8

2:2 28.5 35.9 22.5

Tests were conducted using U.S. letter-size paper and A4 results may vary slightly.
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Multiple-Set Copy Efficiency

The TASKalfa 4550ci’s tested copy efficiency is competitive with the 
group in all modes tested for both auto-colour and black.

BLI tests a unit’s copy efficiency (the percentage of the rated speed at which the unit operates when producing 
real-world jobs) by making one, five and 10 sets of a 10-page document in three copy modes: 1:1, 1:2 and 2:2. 
BLI obtains the overall efficiency for each copy mode by averaging the efficiency ratings (derived by dividing the 
tested speed of the device by the rated speed and then multiplying by 100) for each run length. The closer the 
rate is to 100%, or if it exceeds 100%, the more efficient the unit. 

Multiple-Set Copy Efficiency (in percent)

Kyocera  

TASKalfa 4550ci COMPETITIVE RANGE

BLACK

1:1 76.6 85.2 67.9

1:2 65.2 78.7 52.3

2:2 75.1 85.2 58.8

AUTO COLOUR

1:1 70.7 80.0 51.6

1:2 60.7 78.0 48.3

2:2 63.4 79.7 52.4

Tests were conducted using U.S. letter-size paper and A4 results may vary slightly.
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 Black print productivity 

 multiple-set speed  
 multiple-set efficiency  
 Job stream  

 Colour print productivity 

 multiple-set speed  
 multiple-set efficiency  
 Job stream  

BLI tests print productivity for business colour units in both black 
mode and auto-detect mode. The black mode always prints in black 
regardless of whether the originals are colour or black. In auto-detect 
mode, the model detects whether originals are black or colour and 
automatically changes modes to produce black or colour output. BLI 
tests these units by using a 10-page test document that comprises 
six black text pages and four pages that contain black text combined 
with colour charts, logos and printed photographs. Note that when 
printing larger runs, an auto image quality adjustment, which causes 
the unit to temporarily slow down, will negatively affect productivity. 

Multiple-Set Print Speed

The TASKalfa 4550ci’s tested print speeds are competitive with the 
group in both simplex and duplex modes for both auto-detect and 
black. 

BLI tests a unit’s print productivity by printing one, five and 10 sets of a 10-page document. Print jobs for this 
model were sent using the PCL print driver at a resolution of 600 x 600 dpi. BLI obtains the overall productivity 
for each print mode by averaging the productivity for each run length. 

Multiple-Set Print Speed (in ppm)

Kyocera  

TASKalfa 4550ci
COMPETITIVE RANGE

BLACK

Simplex 34.6 42.2 31.9

Duplex 30.4 38.3 27.0

AUTO DETECT

Simplex 32.6 39.7 24.6

Duplex 28.9 36.9 21.5

Tests were conducted using U.S. letter-size paper and A4 results may vary slightly.

print proD
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Multiple-Set Print Efficiency

The model’s tested print efficiency is competitive with the group in 
both simplex and duplex modes for both auto-detect and black.

BLI tests a unit’s print efficiency by printing one, five and 10 sets of a 10-page document. Print jobs for this 
model were sent using the PCL print driver at a resolution of 600 x 600 dpi. BLI obtains the overall efficiency for 
each print mode by averaging the efficiency ratings (derived by dividing the tested speed of the device by the 
rated speed and then multiplying by 100) for each run length. The closer the rate is to 100%, or if it exceeds 
100%, the more efficient the unit.

Multiple-Set Print Efficiency (in percent)

Kyocera  

TASKalfa 4550ci COMPETITIVE RANGE

BLACK

Simplex 76.7 84.4 65.4

Duplex 67.5 79.3 52.9

AUTO DETECT

Simplex 72.5 84.1 55.7

Duplex 64.4 80.1 47.9

Job Stream

The TASKalfa 4550ci’s tested efficiency when printing BLI’s job 
stream using the PCL driver is at the top of the competitive range in 
both auto-detect and black, and its tested speed is competitive with 
the group. When printing BLI’s job stream using the PostScript driver, 
both the model’s tested speed and efficiency are competitive with the 
group in both auto-detect and black modes.

BLI’s job stream includes a combination of black and colour Word documents, Outlook e-mail messages, Excel 
spreadsheets, PowerPoint, HTML and Acrobat PDF files. This test simulates the type of traffic a typical device 
might experience in a real-world, multi-user environment. To determine job stream speed, BLI sends all of the 
files to the printer as a group, at which time the stopwatch begins; timing ends when the last page of the last 
file exits the device. Job stream efficiency is determined by the percentage of the rated speed at which the unit 
operates when producing real-world jobs. 

Tests were conducted using U.S. letter-size paper and A4 results may vary slightly.
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Tests were conducted using U.S. letter-paper and A4 results may vary slightly.
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BlaCK image QUality 

Copy

Image quality in black mode was very good overall. In copy mode, half-
tone range earned excellent marks overall, while text, line art, solids 
and halftone patterns each earned very good scores. Text exhibited 
above average darkness and formation of characters, as well as aver-
age sharpness and smoothness of curves, lines and serifs. No toner 
overspray or haloing was evident with or without magnification. Line 
art exhibited above average distinction between closely spaced fine 
lines and better than average consistency of line thickness, and no 
toner overspray or haloing were evident, even under magnification. 
An average amount of stair-stepping of diagonal lines was evident. 
For halftone range, greyscale was evident from 15 percent (which is 
the minimum coverage level of the original) to 100 percent, with dis-
tinct separation between all levels. Halftone patterns displayed aver-
age smoothness and no banding was evident. Solids exhibited above 
average darkness and average consistency of coverage. 

Print 

In print mode, halftone range, halftone patterns and solids earned 
excellent marks, while text and line art earned very good scores. 
Text exhibited above average darkness and formation of characters, 
as well as average sharpness and smoothness of curves, lines and 
serifs. No toner overspray or haloing was evident without magnifi-
cation. Production of closely spaced fine lines was above average, 
as were consistency of line thickness and formation of circles, and 
no toner overspray or haloing were evident. An average amount of 
stair-stepping of diagonal lines was evident, as was some toner over-
spray, but only under magnification. Halftone range was visible from 
1 percent to 100 percent with distinct separation between all levels. 
Halftone patterns exhibited above average smoothness and no band-
ing was evident. Solids exhibited above average darkness and above 
average consistency of coverage.

image QUality
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ColoUr image QUality 

Copy and Print

Colour image quality produced by the TASKalfa 4550ci was very 
good overall. In print mode, both business graphics and photo-
graphic images earned very good marks. Business graphics exhib-
ited bright, saturated colour and above average background repro-
duction, as well as average sharpness and production of pastel 
shades. Flesh tones were natural, and colour halftone range and sep-
aration between levels were above average. Smoothness of output 
and sharpness of fine details were average. In copy mode, business 
graphics also exhibited bright, saturated colour and above average 
background reproduction, and average sharpness and production of 
pastel shades. Flesh tones were natural, and colour halftone range 
and smoothness of output were average.  

mUltitasKing 

Reserves

The model allows users to reserve additional copy jobs while a print 
or copy job is in progress. Up to 60 jobs can be programmed ahead.

Interrupt

To pause a job in progress in order to perform an immediate copy 
job, the user selects the Interrupt key on the control panel and is 
able to access most features required for a typical copy job, includ-
ing the document feeder, multiple sets, duplexing and finishing. Jobs 
are interrupted immediately in the middle of a set. A more productive 
way of handling the interrupt functionality is for the current job to 
keep running until the user finishes programming the interrupt job. 
The unit automatically returned to non-interrupted mode in approxi-
mately one minute and restarted the job that was interrupted without 
user intervention.

image QUality
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other FeatUres 

Scan

Scanning is standard, with speeds of up to 80 ipm in both colour and 
black. Black, full-colour, auto-colour and greyscale scan modes are 
supported. Users can scan at resolutions from 200 to 600 dpi.  File 
formats supported include PDF, High-Compression PDF, TIFF, JPEG, 
XPS and 40- to 128-bit encrypted PDF. PDF/A for archiving is also 
available. Searchable PDF is not supported as a selection. This capa-
bility, increasingly seen on manufacturers’ equipment, makes it easier 
for users to find needed information in the documents that have 
been scanned. Via DMS Link, scan middleware that enables users 
to scan a document from a Kyocera MFP to a document manage-
ment system, users can OCR documents as they are being scanned 
to produce a searchable PDF. Scan destinations include e-mail, FTP, 
hard drive, scan and print and fax. The scan menu can be customized 
by adding up to six short-cuts from other menus to the main menu 
where they will be more easily accessible. Further, up to 50 scan pre-
sets for commonly used jobs—scan and copy—are available. As with 
the Copy menu, users do not have to select OK once a selection 
is made, saving keystrokes. Although the scan menu has a preview 
key, only the first page of the job is displayed and pages cannot be 
deleted if needed. The unit’s on-screen QWERTY keyboard  is very 
responsive, which makes it easy to enter scan destinations manually. 
Users can add destinations to the address book on the fly without 
having to go into the System Menu. 

Users can print from and scan to any USB drive right from the touch 
screen control panel in PDF, JPEG, TIFF and XPS file formats. When 
a USB device is inserted into the port, which is conveniently on the 
right side of the control panel, the Removable Memory tab under 
Document Box is automatically displayed. In contrast, with some 
other systems, users must navigate through several menus to locate 
the USB scanning and printing capabilities.  Users can encrypt docu-
ments stored to USB and can apply finishing capabilities, duplex set-
tings, image quality adjustments and pull from any tray.

Document Box provides long-term job storage, allowing users to 
securely print and store jobs on the device and output them when 
needed. The setup and usage of Document Box was found to be very 
simple overall, although files can be stored to only one box in one 
session. Once a job is stored and users are logged in, they can send 
jobs, move jobs to a custom box, or copy to memory. Users can also 
preview each page of a stored job and zoom in or out. Job details 
available include file name, number of pages, data size, date and 
time and resolution. Settings available for selection via Document 
Box include colour mode (full, auto, black, greyscale), with full colour 
set to the default; resolution (600, 400, 300, 200 x 400, 200, 200 and 
200 x 100), with 300 dpi the default; duplex; and original size. Users 
cannot delete pages from jobs, nor can they change page order, 
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delete blank pages or combine jobs, whereas these capabilities are 
available with some competitors. 

Fax 

Faxing features include a 33.6-Kbps modem and JBIG compression. 
Additional fax functions include Duplex TX/RX, Confidential RX/TX, 
F-Code RX/TX, broadcasting and fax box. An optional second line is 
also available. Fax memory is 12 MB standard and 120 MB maximum.

Security and Environmental Features

Security features include standard network user authentication, IP 
address filtering, SSL and IPv6 and SNMPv3 support. The use of 
colour and other features can also be restricted. Encrypted PDF 
mode/encrypted scanning are standard. The optional Data Security 
Kit overwrites up to three times after every job and will be submit-
ted for Common Criteria certification at EAL level 3. Sanitation mode 
is available to wipe device RAM/ROM memory, including address 
books, at customer request. The optional Printed Document Guard 
kit feature prevents the unauthorised printing, copying, scanning and 
faxing of documents from Kyocera devices. For example, if a user 
prints a document with the Document Guard feature enabled, and 
then tries to scan it, the scan will not go through. If the same docu-
ment is copied, the user will get a blank page.

In addition to using a long-life drum, the device is ENERGY STAR- 
and RoHS-compliant. Eco Print allows users reduce the amount of 
toner per job, and can also be set as the default setting.

Administrative Utilities

Kyocera Command Center, the embedded web utility, features 
graphic toner gauges and status messages detailing error codes and 
messages. It also includes status information on currently running as 
well as pending jobs, and completed print, copy, scan and fax jobs. 
Access codes can be assigned so that print, copy and scan usage 
can be restricted and tracked by user and group. Kyocera’s fleet 
management utility, KMnet Viewer, captures data from the TASKalfa 
4550ci and various printers and MFPs from other vendors. For the 
TASKalfa 4550ci, the utility allows for the capturing of the meter count, 
along with a job list of current jobs at the device and user list. It also 
provides the ability to program the address book remotely, upgrade 
firmware and view toner gauges. Status information on memory avail-
able, hard drive, paper size and supply, as well as error messages is 
available. The utility also provides direct access to the embedded 
web utilities of both Kyocera and non-Kyocera devices.
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KMnet Admin is a free device management solution that uses 
a web-based platform to give network administrators and 
help-desk staff control of all network-enabled printers and 
MFPs. It allows users to remotely configure and automate the 
distribution of print drivers, monitor their status, manage indi-
vidual or groups of devices, clone settings to like devices and 
check on the level of consumables. Optional plug-ins offer 
print queue management, print job reporting and full-featured 
print accounting. It installs in minutes, and is particularly easy 
to navigate, with well-marked tabs and support for drag-and-
drop actions.

 

Kyocera Command Center (U.S. model pictured)
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